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Demonstrates the basics of HTML while explaining how to design Web sites, format
text, add multimedia effects, and create forms, tables, lists, and style sheets.
JavaScript is one of the easiest, most straightforward ways to enhance a website with
interactivity. Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 24 Hours, 4th Edition serves as an
easy-to-understand tutorial on both scripting basics and JavaScript itself. The book is
written in a clear and personable style with an extensive use of practical, complete
examples. It also includes material on the latest developments in JavaScript and web
scripting. You will learn how to use JavaScript to enhance web pages with interactive
forms, objects, and cookies, as well as how to use JavaScript to work with games,
animation, and multimedia.
Increase your productivity by implementing complex data structures and algorithms
using JavaScript Key Features A step by step guide, which will provide you with a
thorough discussion on the analysis and design of fundamental JavaScript data
structures Get a better understanding of advanced concepts such as space and time
complexity to optimize your code Focus more on solving the business problem and less
on the technical challenges involved Book Description Data structures and algorithms
are the fundamental building blocks of computer programming. They are critical to any
problem, provide a complete solution, and act like reusable code. Using appropriate
data structures and having a good understanding of algorithm analysis are key in
JavaScript to solving crises and ensuring your application is less prone to errors. Do
you want to build applications that are high-performing and fast? Are you looking for
complete solutions to implement complex data structures and algorithms in a practical
way? If either of these questions rings a bell, then this book is for you! You'll start by
building stacks and understanding performance and memory implications. You will
learn how to pick the right type of queue for the application. You will then use sets,
maps, trees, and graphs to simplify complex applications. You will learn to implement
different types of sorting algorithm before gradually calculating and analyzing space
and time complexity. Finally, you'll increase the performance of your application using
micro optimizations and memory management. By the end of the book you will have
gained the skills and expertise necessary to create and employ various data structures
in a way that is demanded by your project or use case. What you will learn Build
custom Back buttons embedded within your application Build part of a basic JavaScript
syntax parser and evaluator for an online IDE Build a custom activity user tracker for
your application Generate accurate recommendations for credit card approval using
Decision Trees Simplify complex problems using a graphs Increase the performance of
an application using micro-optimizations Who this book is for If you are a JavaScript
developer looking for practical examples to implement data structures and algorithms in
your web applications, then this book is for you. Familiarity with data structures and
algorithms will be helpful to get the most out of this book.
The limit of language is one of the most pervasive notions found in Wittgenstein’s work,
both in his early Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus and his later writings. Moreover, the
idea of a limit of language is intimately related to important scholarly debates on
Wittgenstein’s philosophy, such as the debate between the so-called traditional and
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resolute interpretations, Wittgenstein’s stance on transcendental idealism, and the
philosophical import of Wittgenstein’s latest work On Certainty. This collection includes
thirteen original essays that provide a comprehensive overview of the various ways in
which Wittgenstein appeals to the limit of language at different stages of his
philosophical development. The essays connect the idea of a limit of language to the
most important themes discussed by Wittgenstein—his conception of logic and
grammar, the method of philosophy, the nature of the subject, and the foundations of
knowledge—as well as his views on ethics, aesthetics, and religion. The essays also
relate Wittgenstein’s thought to his contemporaries, including Carnap, Frege,
Heidegger, Levinas, and Moore.
By covering the impressive capabilities of ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular 11, right from
project setup through to the deployment phase, this fully revised and updated edition
will help you develop your skills effectively.
There's no doubt that the JavaScript ecosystem changes fast. Not only are new tools
and frameworks introduced and developed at a rapid rate, the language itself has
undergone big changes with the introduction of ES2015 (aka ES6). Understandably,
many articles have been written complaining about how difficult it is to learn modern
JavaScript development these days. We're aiming to minimize that confusion with this
set of books on modern JavaScript. This book presents six complete JavaScript
projects; each taking advantage of modern JavaScript and its ecosystem. You'll learn to
build several different apps, and along the way you'll pick up a ton of useful advice, tips,
and techniques. It contains: Build a Full-Sphere 3D Image Gallery with React VR by
Michaela Lehr Build a WebRTC Video Chat Application with SimpleWebRTC by
Michael Wanyoike Build a JavaScript Single Page App Without a Framework by
Michael Wanyoike Build a To-do List with Hyperapp, the 1KB JS Micro-framework by
Darren Jones Use Parcel to Bundle a Hyperapp App & Deploy to GitHub Pages by
Darren Jones Interactive Data Visualization with Modern JavaScript and D3 by Adam
Janes This book is for all front-end developers who wish to improve their JavaScript
skills. You'll need to be familiar with HTML and CSS and have a reasonable level of
understanding of JavaScript in order to follow the discussion.
Simple, to the point, and compact--in fact, exactly what you've come to expect in an
O'Reilly Pocket Reference--the second edition of PHP Pocket Reference is thoroughly
updated to include the specifics of PHP 4.Written by the founder of the PHP Project,
Rasmus Lerdorf, PHP Pocket Reference is both a handy introduction to PHP syntax
and structure, and a quick reference to the vast array of functions provided by PHP.
The quick reference section organizes all the core functions of PHP alphabetically so
you can find what you need easily; the slim size means you can keep it handy beside
your keyboard for those times when you want to look up a function quickly without
closing what you're doing.This valuable little book provides an authoritative overview of
PHP packed into a pocket-sized guide that's easy to take anywhere. It is also the ideal
companion for O'Reilly's comprehensive book on PHP, Programming PHP.The PHP
Pocket Reference an indispensable (and inexpensive) tool for any serious PHP coder.
Learn all the new ES6 features and be amongst the most prominent JavaScript
developers who can write efficient JS programs as per the latest standards!About This
Book- Learn a powerful approach to writing object-oriented JavaScript code using ES6Create and use ES6 modules to learn to write smart, modularized JavaScript code- The
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book will take you step-by-step through a wide array of examples, giving you tips on
how to make the best use of the latest ES6 featuresWho This Book Is ForIf you are a
JavaScript developer with basic development, and now want to learn about the latest
features in order to develop better client-side programs with JavaScript, then this book
is for you.What You Will Learn- Explore the usage of new syntaxes introduced by ES6Use the new prototype-based features introduced by ES6- Execute ES6 in an old nonsupported ES6 environment- Write asynchronous code using promise to facilitate the
writing of better asynchronous code that is easier to read and maintain- Create and
understand the usage of iterators, iterables, and generators- Get to know objectoriented programming and create objects using classes- Build proxies using the ES6
proxy API and understand its uses- Create JavaScript libraries using ES6 modulesIn
DetailECMAScript 6 is the new edition to the ECMAScript language, whose
specifications are inherited by JavaScript. ES6 gives a vast makeover to JavaScript by
adding new syntaxes and APIs to write complex applications and libraries that are
easier to debug and maintain. ES6 aims to keep JavaScript accessible for casual
developers, even after adding so many new features.This book will provide step-bystep instructions on how to apply ES6 features instead of old JavaScript hacks and
methods.The book will start by introducing all the built-in objects of ES6 and how to
create ES6 custom Iterators. Next, it will teach you how to write asynchronous code in a
synchronous style using ES6.Moving on, the book will teach how to use Reflect API to
inspect and manipulate object properties. Next, it teaches how to create proxies, and
use it to intercept and customize operations performed on objects.Finally, it explains old
modular programming techniques such as IIFE, CommonJS, AMD, and UMD and also
compares it with ES6 modules and how ES6 modules can increase the performance of
websites when used.Style and approachThis book is a pragmatic guide that takes you
through the ES6 APIs and other features in a conversational and easy-to-follow style.
Each topic is explained with examples and use cases.
Learn ES6 best practices for code optimization and organization and walk through practical,
common examples of how to implement complete components of your applications. While this
book covers the basic concepts of modern JavaScript, it primarily focuses on the new syntax,
data-types, functionalities, and everything else that's new in ES6, the latest standard of
JavaScript. You'll examine how to use ES6 in functional programming and explore the new
more modular and object-oriented approach to JavaScript. This book will help you sharpen and
upgrade your JavaScript language skills so you to easily explore modern ES6 based
frameworks or libraries such as ReactJS, ReactNative, Angular4 and Vue.js. ES6 for Humans
is a complete guide to writing ES6 and will enable you to start taking advantage of this exciting
new version of JavaScript. What You'll Learn Use all the new features added to JavaScript
Compare ES5 and ES6 in varied situations Refresh your core JavaScript fundamentals
Understand the modular and object-oriented approach to JavaScript Who this Book Is For Any
Javascript developer who wants to fully understand and dive into the new features of
ES6/ES2015. Developers with some background in programming, preferably in JavaScript. A
basic understanding of coding concepts and exposure to object-oriented programming is
expected.
JavaScript is no longer to be feared or loathed - the world's most popular and ubiquitous
language has evolved into a respectable language. Whether you're writing frontend
applications or server side code, the phenomenal features from ES6 and beyond - like the rest
operator, generators, destructuring, object literals, arrow functions, modern classes, promises,
async, and metaprogramming capabilities - will get you excited and eager to program with
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JavaScript. You've found the right book to get started quickly and dive deep into the essence
of modern JavaScript. Learn practical tips to apply the elegant parts of the language and the
gotchas to avoid. JavaScript is a black swan that no one, including the author of the language,
thought would become a popular and ubiquitous language. Not long ago, it was the most hated
and feared language you could use to program the web. JavaScript ES6 and beyond has gone
through a significant makeover. Troublesome features have been replaced with better, elegant,
more reliable alternatives. This book includes many practical examples and exercises to help
you learn in depth. It will not bore you with idiosyncrasies and arcane details intended for bad
interview questions. Instead, it takes you into key features that you can readily use in your dayto-day projects. Whether you program the frontend or the server side, you can now write
concise, elegant, and expressive JavaScript with newer features like default parameters,
template literals, rest and spread operators, destructuring, arrow functions, and generators.
Take it up a notch with features like infinite series, promises, async, and metaprogramming to
create flexible, powerful, and extensible libraries. While the evolved features of the language
will draw you in, the hundreds of examples in this book will pin the concepts down, for you to
use on your projects. Take command of modern JavaScript and unlock your potential to create
powerful applications. What You Need: To try out the examples in the book you will need a
computer with Node.js, a text editor, and a browser like Chrome installed in it.
Why do half of all technology projects fail? A major reason is that organizations often pick the
wrong tools, leaving them digitally hamstrung from the start. This book offers a modern
alternative to traditional waterfall approaches to selecting technology. You’ll learn a practical,
adaptive process that relies on realistic storytelling and hands-on testing to get the best fit for
your enterprise.
Create rich and compelling solutions for Magento 2 by developing and implementing solutions,
themes, and extensions About This Book Be proficient in the main functionalities, resources,
and system structure of Magento 2 Get to grips with this practical and hands-on guide to raise
your web development skills to the next level Packed with several advanced recipes, not just to
manage your online store, but to extend and design it as well Who This Book Is For The ideal
target audience for this course could be anyone who wants to mould their skills in building
amazing e-commerce websites using Magento. We begin right from getting you started with
Magento to becoming an expert at building your own online stores with it. What You Will Learn
Install and set up the Magento Ecosystem Carry out performance adjustments to speed up
your Magento system Transfer your Magento 1 database to Magento 2 using the Magento 2
system tools Build a Magento 2 multi-store by creating a root catalog, subdirectories, and
products Design custom themes within the Magento 2 framework Create extensions using
Magento 2 Discover what makes Magento 2 different and more powerful In Detail Magento is
the leading e-commerce software trusted by world`s leading organizations. Used by thousands
of merchants for their transactions worth billions, it provides the flexibility to customize the
content and functionality of your website. Our Magento Course will help you gain knowledge
and skills that are required to design & develop world class online stores. Magento 2
Development Essentials - This book begins by setting up Magento 2 before gradually moving
onto setting the basic options of the Sell System. You will learn Search Engine Optimization
aspects, create design and customize theme layout, and adjust the Magento System to
achieve great performance. Magento 2 Cookbook – This book is divided into several recipes,
which show you which steps to take to complete a specific action. It will cover configuring your
categories and products, performance tuning, creating a theme, developing a module etc. At
the end of this book, you will gain the knowledge to start building a success website. Mastering
Magento 2 - This is a comprehensive guide to using the all new features and interface of
Magento 2 to build, extend, and design online stores. This book is your roadmap to managing
your Magento store which teaches advanced and successful techniques. Focusing on
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Magento's Community version, this book offers you advanced guidance on managing,
optimizing, and extending your store while taking advantage of the new features of Magento 2.
This Learning Path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated
package. It includes content from the following Packt products Magento 2 Development
Essentials by Fernando J. Miguel Magento 2 Cookbook by Ray Bogman and Vladimir Kerkhoff
Mastering Magento 2 by Bret Williams and Jonathan Bownds Style and approach This course
begins by setting up Magento 2 before gradually moving on to setting the basic options of the
Sell System. You will master Search Engine Optimization aspects, create designs and
customize theme layouts, develop new extensions, and adjust the Magento System to achieve
great performance. The book covers everything from creating and managing multiple stores to
fine-tuning Magento for speed and performance.
An updated guide for those already versed in HTML explains how to use the programming
language to work with frames, browser windows, Dynamic HTML, cookies, plug-ins, and Visual
Tools.
Easy Learning Design Patterns JavaScript coding patterns and best practices. If you're an
experienced developer looking to solve problems related to objects, functions, inheritance, and
other language-specific categories, the abstractions and code templates in this guide are idea
that includes practical advice for implementing each pattern discussed, along with several
hands-on examples.ECMAScript 6 (ES6). This book provides a highly practical look at ES6,
This book takes a user-friendly approach to covering ES6 Javascript design patterns. Its
concise presentation means that in a short space of time, you will get a good introduction to
various design patterns and actual application case examples.1. Strategy Pattern Principle 2.
Strategy Pattern Case3. Composition Pattern Principle4. Composition Pattern Case5.
Singleton Pattern Principle6. Singleton Pattern Case7. Template Pattern Principle8. Template
Pattern Case9. Factory Pattern Principle10. Factory Pattern Case11. Builder Pattern
Principle12. Builder Pattern Case13. Adapter Pattern Principle14. Adapter Pattern Case15.
Facade Pattern Principle16. Facade Pattern Case17. Decorator Pattern Principle18. Decorator
Pattern Case19. Shallow Clone Pattern Principle20. Clone Pattern Case21. Bridge Pattern
Principle22. Bridge Pattern Case23. FlyWeight Pattern Principle24. FlyWeight Pattern Case25.
Chain Pattern Principle26. Chain Pattern Case27. Command Pattern Principle28. Command
Pattern Case29. Iterator Pattern Principle30. Iterator Pattern Case31. Mediator Pattern
Principle32. Mediator Pattern Case33. Memento Pattern Principle34. Memento Pattern
Case35. Observer Pattern Principle36. Observer Pattern Case37. Visitor Pattern Principle38.
Visitor Pattern Case39. State Pattern Principle40. State Pattern Case41. Proxy Pattern
Principle42. Proxy Pattern Case
To get the most out of modern JavaScript, you need learn the latest features of its parent
specification, ECMAScript 6 (ES6). This book provides a highly practical look at ES6, without
getting lost in the specification or its implementation details. Armed with practical examples,
author Nicolas Bevacqua shows you new ways to deal with asynchronous flow control, declare
objects or functions, and create proxies or unique sets, among many other features. The first
title in Bevacqua’s Modular JavaScript series, Practical Modern JavaScript prepares
JavaScript and Node.js developers for applied lessons in modular design, testing, and
deployment in subsequent books. This book explains: How JavaScript and its standards
development process have evolved Essential ES6 changes, including arrow functions,
destructuring, let and const Class syntax for declaring object prototypes, and the new Symbol
primitive How to handle flow control with Promises, iterators, generators, and async functions
ES6 collection built-in types for creating object maps and unique sets How and when to use
the new Proxy and Reflect built-ins Changes to Array, Math, numbers, strings, Unicode, and
regular expressions, and other improvements since ES5
As opposed to back-end web development which deals with servers, front-end web
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development focuses on the end users' interactions with a website on a browser. A skillful frontend web developer knows more than just the basics of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Going
beyond the major web-based languages, this book represents an attempt to compile all the
knowledge needed to become a professional front-end web developer. The reader will be
introduced to more than 200 web extensions, frameworks, tools, and libraries, along with a
complete illustration of all Web APIs known to the world today. Overview: Chapter 1:
Development Environments Chapter 2: HTML 5.2 Chapter 3: Bootstrap 5 Chapter 4: CSS 3
Chapter 5: SEO Chapter 6: Cordova Chapter 7: SVG Chapter 8: ECMAScript 2020 / ES11
Chapter 9: HTML DOM Chapter 10: Advanced Web APIs Chapter 11: jQuery 3.5 Chapter 12:
Extensions and Tools Chapter 13: Canvas Chapter 14: WebGL ** special note: this book
partially overlaps with two books by the same author: 1) Web Coding Bible (18 Books in 1) 2)
An Effective Guide to Modern JavaScript (ECMAScript 2017 / ES8)

Discover all the new features and changes in Java 9, including module systems—JPMS
or Project Jigsaw. This book covers the whole Java application development life cycle.
You'll review all the important concepts, including module descriptor, unnamed module,
automatic module, and command line tools. Exploring Java 9 also serves as a practical
guide for migration to module systems. Code samples from real-world scenarios solidify
a foundation for learning and development and allow you to apply best practices in
actual development. Additionally, you'll learn about concurrency, ECMAScript 6
features in Nashorn and Parser API, stack-walking API, Stream and Optional, utilities
classes, and I/O. And it’s now possible to build modularized applications in Java. You'll
see how JPMS affects not only the JDK itself, but also applications that are developed
upon it. What You'll Learn • Build modularized applications in Java • Migrate to module
systems • Master enhanced method handles Who This Book Is ForJava developers
with basic development skills
Learn to build powerful and scalable applications with Flux, the architecture that serves
billions of Facebook users every day About This Book This the first resource dedicated
to the new architectural pattern that powers Facebook You'll learn all the tips and tricks
you need to get the most out of Flux Filled with practical, hands-on samples, you'll not
only understand how Flux works, but will be able to start building Flux-powered
applications straight away Written by Adam Boduch, software architect at Virtustream
(EMC), and author of JavaScript at Scale, JavaScript Concurrency, and jQuery UI
Cookbook for Packt Publishing Who This Book Is For Are you trying to use React, but
are struggling to get your head around Flux? Maybe you're tired of MV* spaghetti code
at scale? Do you find yourself asking what the Flux?! Flux Architecture will guide you
through everything you need to understand the Flux pattern, and design and build
powerful web applications that rely on the Flux architecture. You don't need to know
what Flux is or how it works to read along with the book. No knowledge of Flux's
partner technology, ReactJS, is necessary to follow along, but it is recommended that
you have a good working knowledge of JavaScript. What You Will Learn Understand
the Flux pattern and how it will impact your React applications Build real-world
applications that rely on Flux Handle asynchronous actions in your application
Implement immutable stores with Immutable.js Replace React.js with alternate View
components such as jQuery and Handlebars Test and benchmark your Flux
architecture using Jest—Facebook's enhancement of the Jasmine library In Detail Whilst
React has become Facebook's poster-child for clean, complex, and modern web
development, it has quietly been underpinned by its simplicity. It's just a view. The real
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beauty in React is actually the architectural pattern that handles data in and out of
React applications: Flux. With Flux, you're able to build data-rich applications that
engage your users, and scale to meet every demand. It is a key part of the Facebook
technology stack that serves billions of users every day. This book will start by
introducing the Flux pattern and help you get an understanding of what it is and how it
works. After this, we'll build real-world React applications that highlight the power and
simplicity of Flux in action. Finally, we look at the landscape of Flux and explore the Alt
and Redux libraries that make React and Flux developments easier. Filled with fullyworked examples and code-first explanations, by the end of the book, you'll not only
have a rock solid understanding of the architecture, but will be ready to implement Flux
architecture in anger. Style and approach This book is filled with practical, hands-on
examples. You'll not only understand how Flux works, but will be able to start building
Flux-powered applications straight away.
This volume provides a sample of the present research on the foundations of quantum
mechanics and related topics by collecting the papers of the Italian scholars who
attended the conference entitled ?The Foundations of Quantum Mechanics ? Historical
Analysis and Open Questions? (Lecce, 1998). The perspective of the book is
interdisciplinary, and hence philosophical, historical and technical papers are gathered
together so as to allow the reader to compare different viewpoints and cultural
approaches. Most of the papers confront, directly or indirectly, the objectivity problem,
taking into account the positions of the founders of QM or more recent developments.
More specifically, the technical papers in the book pay special attention to the
interpretation of the experiments on Bell's inequalities and to decoherence theory, but
topics on unsharp QM, the consistent-history approach, quantum probability and
alternative theories are also discussed. Furthermore, a number of historical and
philosophical papers are devoted to Planck's, Weyl's and Pauli's thought, but topics
such as quantum ontology, predictivity of quantum laws, etc., are treated.
Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One combines these three
fundamental web development technologies into one clearly written, carefully
organized, step-by-step tutorial that expertly guides the beginner through these three
interconnected technologies. In just a short time, you can learn how to use HTML,
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript together to design, create, and maintain
world-class websites. Each lesson in this book builds on the previous ones, enabling
you to learn the essentials from the ground up. Clear instructions and practical, handson examples show you how to use HTML to create the framework of your website,
design your site’s layout and typography with CSS, and then add interactivity with
JavaScript and jQuery. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most
common web development tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show you how to apply
what you learn. Quizzes and exercises help you test your knowledge and stretch your
skills. Learn how to… Build your own web page and get it online in an instant Format text
for maximum clarity and readability Create links to other pages and to other sites Add
graphics, color, and visual pizzazz to your web pages Work with transparent images
and background graphics Design your site’s layout and typography using CSS Make
elements move on your page with CSS transformations and transitions Animate with
CSS and the HTML5 Canvas element Write HTML that’s responsive web design-ready
Design a site for mobile devices Use CSS media queries and breakpoints Get user
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input with web-based forms Use JavaScript to build dynamic, interactive web pages
Add AJAX effects to your web pages Leverage JavaScript libraries such as jQuery
Make your site easy to maintain and update as it grows
If you want to build cross-platform web applications using the robust Angular web
framework, this book is for you. Learning Angular will cover the core concepts of
frontend web development using easy-to-follow instructions to help you get up and
running with Angular web development in no time.
The essential JavaScript resource—fully updated Design, debug, and publish highperformance web pages and applications using tested techniques and best practices
from expert developers. The all-new edition of this comprehensive guide has been
thoroughly revised and expanded to cover the latest JavaScript features, tools, and
programming methods. JavaScript: The Complete Reference, Third Edition provides
illustrative examples, line-by-line code samples, and practical development advice—from
the core of the language to the various standard and emerging APIs supported by
modern web browsers. This in-depth resource covers everything you need to know,
whether you’re trying to understand the fundamentals of weak typing in JavaScript,
reduce your confusion over closures, or perform common tasks like form validation or
Ajax calls. Explore core JavaScript syntax and data types Investigate often confusing
concepts such as weak typing and closures Use object-oriented programming the
JavaScript way See what changes come from ECMAScript 5 Perform dynamic content
updates using DOM methods Handle user-generated events with modern event models
Modernize form handling with HTML5 and JavaScript Use the XMLHttpRequest object
to create Ajax applications Control animation and multimedia content with JavaScript
Generate bitmap graphics with the Canvas API Learn methods to handle the
challenges of cross-browser coding Discover defensive development and error handling
The advent of the World Wide Web has changed the perspectives of groupware
systems. The interest and deployment of Internet and intranet groupware solutions is
growing rapidly, not just in academic circles but also in the commercial arena. The first
generation of Web-based groupware tools has already started to emerge, and leading
groupware vendors are urgently adapting their products for compatibility and integration
with Web technologies. The focus of Groupware and the World Wide Web is to explore
the potential for Web-based groupware. This book includes an analysis of the key
characteristics of the Web, presenting reasons for its success, and describes
developments of a diverse range of Web-based groupware systems. An emphasis on
the technical obstacles and challenges is implemented by more analytical discussions
and perspectives, including that of Information Technology managers looking to deploy
groupware solutions within their organizations. Written by experts from different
backgrounds - academic and commercial, technical and organizational - this book
provides a unique overview of and insight into current issues and future possibilities
concerning extension of the World Wide Web for group working.
HTML and the Art of Authoring For the World Wide Web is devoted to teaching the Web
user how to generate good hypertext. `As a result of (this) rapid uncontrolled growth,
the Web community may be facing a `hypertext crisis'. Thousands of hastily written or ill
conceived documents may soon be presented to readers poorly formatted or
unusable... .' (From the Preface.) `The clear and practical ways in which HTML and the
Art of Authoring For the World Wide Web sets forth the principles of the Web, the
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operation of its servers and browsers, and its publishing concept is commendable. It will
be an indispensable guide to the Web author as well as the sophisticated user.' (From
the Foreword by Robert Cailliau.) `Despite its user friendliness, the Web has, by its own
virtue, a default that makes it difficult for people to know where to begin: there is no
starting point to the Web. Bebo White's HTML and the Art of Authoring For the World
Wide Web will fill this gap immediately, as it provides a clear, introductory and
sequential description of the fundamental concepts that lie underneath the Web. It
describes HTML as an SGML application, explains the relationship between HTML and
SGML, and gives a complete description of all the structure that HTML provides.' (From
the Foreword by Eric van Herwijnen.)
How we create and organize knowledge is the theme of this major achievement by Umberto
Eco. Demonstrating once again his inimitable ability to bridge ancient, medieval, and modern
modes of thought, he offers here a brilliant illustration of his longstanding argument that
problems of interpretation can be solved only in historical context.
At the end of the Second World War, America’s newly acquired status of hegemonic powertogether with the launch of ambitious international programs such as the Marshall Plansignificantly altered existing transatlantic relations. In this context, Italian and American
architectural cultures developed a fragile dialogue characterized by successful exchanges and
forms of collaboration but also by reciprocal wariness. The dissemination of models and ideas
concerning architecture generated complex effects and frequently led to surprising
misinterpretations, obstinate forms of resistance and long negotiations between the involved
parties. Issues of continuity and discontinuity dominated Italian culture and society at the time
since at stake was the possible balance between allegedly long-established traditions and the
prospect of a radical rupture with recent history. Architectural culture often contributed to reach
a compromise between very diverging attitudes. Situated in the larger realm of studies on
Americanization, this book questions current interpretations of transatlantic relations in
architecture. By reconsidering the means and effects of the dialogue that unfolded between the
two sides of the Atlantic during the postwar years, the volume analyzes how cultural and formal
models were developed in one context and then modified when transferred to a new one as
well as the fortune of this cultural exchange in terms of circulation, amplification, and
simplification.
ES8 was finalized in June 2017. This book: - effectively teaches standard JavaScript from A to
Z. - includes all the JavaScript common APIs, presented in a highly organized fashion. - lists in
the Appendix the new features introduced in each JavaScript edition from ES5 to ES8 and
beyond, and illustrates all of them. - clearly explains advanced concepts such as closures,
Proxy, generators, Promise, async functions, and Atomics. - covers OOP techniques -classical JavaScript OOP, the new 'class' syntax, data encapsulation, multiple inheritance,
abstract classes, object relay etc. - teaches you how to define and use iterators and various
iterables. - turns you into an efficient JavaScript coder.
It’s easy to learn parts of JavaScript, but much harder to learn it completely—or even
sufficiently—whether you’re new to the language or have used it for years. With the "You Don’t
Know JS" book series, you’ll get a more complete understanding of JavaScript, including
trickier parts of the language that many experienced JavaScript programmers simply avoid.
The series’ first book, Up & Going, provides the necessary background for those of you with
limited programming experience. By learning the basic building blocks of programming, as well
as JavaScript’s core mechanisms, you’ll be prepared to dive into the other, more in-depth
books in the series—and be well on your way toward true JavaScript. With this book you will:
Learn the essential programming building blocks, including operators, types, variables,
conditionals, loops, and functions Become familiar with JavaScript's core mechanisms such as
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values, function closures, this, and prototypes Get an overview of other books in the
series—and learn why it’s important to understand all parts of JavaScript
Hone your skills by learning classic data structures and algorithms in JavaScriptAbout This
Book- Understand common data structures and the associated algorithms, as well as the
context in which they are used.- Master existing JavaScript data structures such as array, set
and map and learn how to implement new ones such as stacks, linked lists, trees and graphs.All concepts are explained in an easy way, followed by examples.Who This Book Is ForIf you
are a student of Computer Science or are at the start of your technology career and want to
explore JavaScript's optimum ability, this book is for you. You need a basic knowledge of
JavaScript and programming logic to start having fun with algorithms.What You Will LearnDeclare, initialize, add, and remove items from arrays, stacks, and queues- Get the knack of
using algorithms such as DFS (Depth-first Search) and BFS (Breadth-First Search) for the
most complex data structures- Harness the power of creating linked lists, doubly linked lists,
and circular linked lists- Store unique elements with hash tables, dictionaries, and sets- Use
binary trees and binary search trees- Sort data structures using a range of algorithms such as
bubble sort, insertion sort, and quick sortIn DetailThis book begins by covering basics of the
JavaScript language and introducing ECMAScript 7, before gradually moving on to the current
implementations of ECMAScript 6. You will gain an in-depth knowledge of how hash tables and
set data structure functions, as well as how trees and hash maps can be used to search files in
a HD or represent a database. This book is an accessible route deeper into JavaScript. Graphs
being one of the most complex data structures you'll encounter, we'll also give you a better
understanding of why and how graphs are largely used in GPS navigation systems in social
networks.Toward the end of the book, you'll discover how all the theories presented by this
book can be applied in real-world solutions while working on your own computer networks and
Facebook searches.Style and approachThis book gets straight to the point, providing you with
examples of how a data structure or algorithm can be used and giving you real-world
applications of the algorithm in JavaScript. With real-world use cases associated with each
data structure, the book explains which data structure should be used to achieve the desired
results in the real world.
Learn functional programming concepts using JavaScript ES6. You will learn concepts such as
currying, partial functions, higher-order functions, and monads. Programming languages have
evolved from focusing on procedures to objects and now on function. JavaScript supports
functional programming and allows developers to write well-crafted code. What You Will Learn:
Master functional programming concepts Identify how functions are treated in JavaScript
Understand real-world functional libraries and create a functional library that mimics
underscore.js Perform pure-error handling techniques such as functors and monads Discover
ES6 functional features such as spread operators and generators Who This Book Is For:
JavaScript developers (or beginners) who want to understand functional programming
concepts and the functional nature of the language.
This full-stack guide will help you become fluent in both frontend and backend web
development by combining the impressive capabilities of ASP.NET Core 3.1 and Angular 9
from project setup right through the deployment. Furthermore, you will learn to add capabilities
like security, testability, and scalability to your apps using expert techniques.
In a world where politics is conducted through images, the tools of art history can be used to
challenge the privatized antidemocratic sphere of American television. American television
embodies a paradox: it is a privately owned and operated public communications network that
most citizens are unable to participate in except as passive specators. Television creates an
image of community while preventing the formation of actual social ties because behind its
simulated exchange of opinions lies a highly centralized corporate structure that is profoundly
antidemocratic. In Feedback, David Joselit describes the privatized public sphere of television
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and recounts the tactics developed by artists and media activists in the 1960s and 1970s to
break open its closed circuit. The figures whose work Joselit examines—among them Nam June
Paik, Dan Graham, Joan Jonas, Abbie Hoffman, Andy Warhol, and Melvin Van
Peebles—staged political interventions within television's closed circuit. Joselit identifies three
kinds of image-events: feedback, which can be both disabling noise and rational response—as
when Abbie Hoffman hijacked television time for the Yippies with flamboyant stunts directed to
the media; the image-virus, which proliferates parasitically, invading, transforming, and even
blocking systems—as in Nam June Paik's synthesized videotapes and installations; and the
avatar, a quasi-fictional form of identity available to anyone, which can function as a political
actor—as in Melvin Van Peebles's invention of Sweet Sweetback, an African-American hero
who appealed to a broad audience and influenced styles of Black Power activism. These
strategies, writes Joselit, remain valuable today in a world where the overlapping information
circuits of television and the Internet offer different opportunities for democratic participation. In
Feedback, Joselit analyzes such midcentury image-events using the procedures and
categories of art history. The trope of figure/ground reversal, for instance, is used to assess
acts of representation in a variety of media—including the medium of politics. In a televisual
world, Joselit argues, where democracy is conducted through images, art history has the
capacity to become a political science.
Asynchronous JavaScript is everywhere, whether you’re using Ajax, AngularJS, Node.js, or
WebRTC. This practical guide shows intermediate to advanced JavaScript developers how
Promises can help you manage asynchronous code effectively—including the inevitable flood of
callbacks as your codebase grows. You’ll learn the inner workings of Promises and ways to
avoid difficulties and missteps when using them. The ability to asynchronously fetch data and
load scripts in the browser broadens the capabilities of JavaScript applications. But if you don’t
understand how the async part works, you’ll wind up with unpredictable code that’s difficult to
maintain. This book is ideal whether you’re new to Promises or want to expand your
knowledge of this technology. Understand how async JavaScript works by delving into
callbacks, the event loop, and threading Learn how Promises organize callbacks into discrete
steps that are easier to read and maintain Examine scenarios you’ll encounter and techniques
you can use when writing real-world applications Use features in the Bluebird library and
jQuery to work with Promises Learn how the Promise API handles asynchronous errors
Explore ECMAScript 6 language features that simplify Promise-related code
This is an exciting time to learn JavaScript. Now that the latest JavaScript specification
ECMAScript 6.0 (ES6) has been finalized, learning how to develop high-quality applications
with this language is easier and more satisfying than ever. This practical book takes
programmers (amateurs and pros alike) on a no-nonsense tour of ES6, along with some
related tools and techniques. Author Ethan Brown ("Web Development with Node and
Express") not only guides you through simple and straightforward topics (variables, control
flow, arrays), but also covers complex concepts such as functional and asynchronous
programming. You ll learn how to create powerful and responsive web applications on the
client, or with Node.js on the server.Use ES6 today and transcompile code to portable
ES5Translate data into a format that JavaScript can useUnderstand the basic usage and
mechanics of JavaScript functionsExplore objects and object-oriented programmingTackle new
concepts such as iterators, generators, and proxiesGrasp the complexities of asynchronous
programmingWork with the Document Object Model for browser-based appsLearn Node.js
fundamentals for developing server-side applications"
Speaking out when it's unpopular. Back in the day, Henry David Thoreau raged at the robber
barons-the big shots of their age, despoiling the environment in the name of progress. Deep in
the throes of the seemingly unstoppable growth of tech, a modern-day Thoreau has emerged
in the guise of Gerry McGovern-decrying the massive, hidden negative impacts of tech on the
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environment. McGovern has thoroughly documented in World Wide Waste how tech damages
the Earth-and what we should be doing about it. It is not just the acres of discarded computer
hardware conveniently dumped in Third World countries. Every time an email is downloaded it
contributes to global warming. Every tweet, search, check of a webpage creates pollution.
Digital is physical. Those data centers are not in the Cloud. They're on land in massive
physical buildings packed full of computers hungry for energy. It seems invisible. It seems
cheap and free. It's not. Digital costs the Earth.
If you have a working knowledge of JavaScript and ECMAScript 6 (ES6), this practical guide
will help you tackle modular programming to produce code that’s readable, maintainable, and
scalable. You’ll learn the fundamentals of modular architecture with JavaScript and the
benefits of writing self-contained code at every system level, including the client and server.
Nicolás Bevacqua, author of Practical Modern JavaScript, demonstrates how to scale out
JavaScript applications by breaking codebases into smaller modules. By following the design
practices in this book, senior developers, technical leaders, and software architects will learn
how to create modules that are simple and flexible while keeping internal complexity in check.
Learn modular design essentials, including how your application will be consumed and what
belongs on the interface Design module internals to keep your code readable and its intent
clear Reduce complexity by refactoring code and containing and eliminating state Take
advantage of modern JavaScript features to write clear programs and reduce complexity Apply
Twelve-Factor App principles to frontend and backend JavaScript application development
Learn JavaScript from scratch! Packed with numerous examples, JavaScript: Novice to Ninja is
a fun, step-by-step and comprehensive introduction to development in JavaScript. Discover
how to use JavaScript to solve real-world problems, build smarter forms, track user events,
and design eye-catching animations. Learn JavaScript's built-in functions, methods, and
properties. Use JavaScript to validate form entries and interact with your users. Understand
how to respond to user events and add interactivity to your applications. Create animations
that bring your web site to life. Start programming using the DOM And much more!
The chapters provide a wide-ranging view of issues addressing how advertisers can proceed
on the Internet and World Wide Web. An initial chapter traces the development of Web
advertising from its very beginnings as it was represented and discussed in the pages of
Advertising Age. Although there is a noticeable trend to define Web advertising by comparing it
to traditional media, it is clear that Web advertising just won't fit the old mold. Keith Reinhard of
DDB Needham actually articulates this linkage between the old and new in his invited chapter.
What the reader will encounter in Advertising and the World Wide Web is a solid conception of
how Web advertising is different from anything that has come before. There are numerous
discussions on consumer and advertiser interactivity, the role of Web advertising within larger
campaigns, audience segmentation, and alternative Web-based promotion formats. The five
sections cover definition and theory, structure, specific applications, legal issues, and the voice
of the practitioner. Although there remain a few nay-sayers concerning the future of Web
advertising, the reader will be able to see just how incredibly high-impact this new medium has
become and the vast potential that it holds for future promotional endeavors.
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